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Dynamic faces speed up the onset of auditory cortical
spiking responses during vocal detection
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How low-level sensory areas help mediate the detection and
discrimination advantages of integrating faces and voices is the
subject of intense debate. To gain insights, we investigated the role
of the auditory cortex in face/voice integration in macaque monkeys
performing a vocal-detection task. Behaviorally, subjects were slower
to detect vocalizations as the signal-to-noise ratio decreased, but
seeing mouth movements associated with vocalizations sped up
detection. Paralleling this behavioral relationship, as the signal to
noise ratio decreased, the onset of spiking responses were delayed
and magnitudes were decreased. However, when mouth motion
accompanied the vocalization, these responses were uniformly
faster. Conversely, and at odds with previous assumptions regarding
the neural basis of face/voice integration, changes in the magnitude
of neural responses were not related consistently to audiovisual
behavior. Taken together, our data reveal that facilitation of spike
latency is a means by which the auditory cortex partially mediates
the reaction time beneﬁts of combining faces and voices.
multisensory integration
monkey vocalization
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n noisy environments, the audiovisual nature of speech is
a tremendous beneﬁt to sensory processing. While holding
a conversation in a large social setting, your brain must deftly
detect when a person is saying something, who is saying it, and
discriminate what she is saying. To make the task easier, our
brains do not rely entirely on the person’s voice but also take
advantage of the speaker’s mouth movements. This visual motion provides spatial and temporal cues (1, 2) that readily integrate with the voice, enhancing both detection (3–10) and
discrimination (11–15). How the brain mediates the behavioral
beneﬁts achieved by integrating signals from different modalities
is the subject of intense debate and investigation (16). For face/
voice integration, traditional models emphasize the role of association areas embedded in the temporal, frontal, and parietal
lobes (17). Although these regions certainly play important roles,
numerous recent studies demonstrate that they are not the sole
regions for multisensory convergence (18, 19). The auditory
cortex, in particular, has many sources of visual input, and an
increasing number of studies in both humans and nonhuman
primates demonstrate that dynamic faces inﬂuence auditory
cortical activity (20).
However, the relationship between multisensory behavioral
performance and neural activity in the auditory cortex remains
unknown for two reasons. First, methodologies typically used to
study the auditory cortex in humans are unable to resolve neural
activity at the level of action potentials. Second, regardless of the
areas explored, none of the face/voice neurophysiological studies
in monkeys to date, including auditory cortical studies (21–24)
and studies of association areas (25–27), have required monkeys to
perform a multisensory task. All these physiological studies demonstrated that neural activity in response to faces combined with
voices is integrative, exhibiting both enhanced and suppressed
changes in the magnitude of response when multisensory conditions are compared with unisensory ones. It is presumed that such
changes in ﬁring rate mediate behavioral beneﬁts (e.g., faster
reaction times, better accuracy) of multisensory signals, but it is
possible that integrative neural responses—particularly in the
auditory cortex—are epiphenomenal.
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1312518110

In this study, we combined an audiovisual vocal-detection task
with auditory cortical physiology in macaque monkeys. When
detecting voices alone, our data show that the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) systematically inﬂuences behavioral performance;
the same systematic effects are observed in the magnitude and
latency of spiking activity. The addition of a dynamic face leads
to audiovisual neural responses that are faster than auditory-only
responses—dynamic faces speed up the latency of auditory cortical spiking activity. Surprisingly, the addition of dynamic faces
does not systematically change the magnitude or variability of
the ﬁring rate. These data suggest that visual inﬂuences have a
role in facilitating response latency in the auditory cortex during
audiovisual vocal detection. Facial motion speeds up the spiking
responses of the auditory cortex but has no systematic inﬂuence
on ﬁring rate magnitudes.
Results
We trained two monkeys to detect visual-only (V), auditory-only
(A), and audiovisual (AV) presentations of vocalizations in a
combined free-response/redundant-signals task (3). A freeresponse task is one in which there are no explicit trial markers
(28). In a redundant-signals task, all the multiple sensory components of each stimulus arise from the same event (3, 29–32). This
latter task has been used repeatedly to study multisensory integration in humans, and the expected behaviors in this task, as
well as models to explain it, have been reported extensively (3,
29–32). We combined these tasks in a paradigm that approximates
natural face-to-face communication, in which the timing of vocalizations is not entirely predictable. Moreover, the acoustic components of the vocalizations were degraded by noise, but the face
and its motion were perceived clearly—again, conditions that are
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respectively). Behavioral and neural results were qualitatively similar in the two monkeys, and the different coo calls did not elicit any
meaningful differences. As such, the data shown below are pooled
across the two monkeys and across the two coo call exemplars.

typical of macaque monkey and human social interactions. In the
task, monkeys responded to two natural “coo” calls, each produced by a different individual and of the same duration (Fig.
1A). Coo calls were presented at three levels of SNR (high,
medium, and low relative to a constant background noise). The
dynamic faces were computer-generated avatars of monkeys
(Fig. 1 B and C) (3, 33, 34).
The task was structured so that an avatar face appeared continuously on the screen (Fig. 1D). We used two monkey avatars
and two coos to ensure that behavioral and neural effects of
integration generalized across exemplars. In the V condition the
avatar silently produced a coo facial expression. In the A condition the vocalization normally paired with the other avatar
(which is not on the screen) was presented with the static face of
the current avatar. Finally, in the AV condition the avatar moved
its mouth 85 ms before the corresponding vocalization [consistent with natural intervals between seeing lip motion and hearing
a voice (22, 27)] and with an aperture in accordance with the
intensity of the vocalization (Fig. 1C). Each condition (V, A, or
AV) was presented after a variable interval of 1–3 s. Subjects
indicated detection of an event by pressing a lever within 2 s
following the event onset. Lever presses outside this window
were classiﬁed as false alarms and led to time-outs of 3–5 s. False
alarms comprised ∼15% of all trials. To switch between the
identity of the avatar and the coo call used for the A condition,
we used a block design. At the end of every block (typically 60
trials, 7 trials each SNR of AV and A, 6 trials for each SNR of
V), a brief pause (∼12 s) was imposed, followed by the start of
a new block in which the avatar face and the identity of the coo
used for the A condition were switched.
While the monkeys performed this task, we recorded the
spiking activity from 249 lateral-belt auditory cortical sites over
67 experimental sessions. Spiking activity typically was measured
from single neurons and very occasionally from clusters of two or
three neurons; in an abundance of caution, we refer to all spiking
activity as coming from “cortical sites.” Of these 249 auditoryresponsive cortical sites, 149 (60%) responded to vocalizations
with robust spiking activity (109 and 40 sites from monkeys 1 and 2,

Monkeys Detect AV Vocalizations Better and Faster than A or V
Vocalizations. Like humans, monkeys were faster and more ac-

curate when detecting vocalizations accompanied by visible
mouth motion. These multisensory beneﬁts varied as a function
of the SNR (Fig. 2). Behavioral performance using the same task
with monkey and human subjects was characterized extensively
and modeled in a recent study (3); we will be brief here. Fig. 2
shows the average accuracy in performance and reaction times
(RT) of the monkeys during vocal detection. We used an
ANOVA to examine effects of stimulus modality and SNR. For
both accuracy and RT data, the Mauchly test of sphericity, which
tests whether the variance of differences (between conditions) is
homogeneous, was signiﬁcant (P < 0.05 for both accuracy and
RT); all degrees of freedom were therefore Greenhouse–Geiser
corrected. Post hoc pairwise t tests were Bonferroni corrected for
multiple comparisons.
For accuracy of detection, we observed main effects of modality
[F(1.64, 108) = 141.58, P < 0.001] and SNR [F(1.07, 70) = 43.04,
P < 0.001] and a signiﬁcant interaction [F(2.52, 166.15) = 106.32,
P < 0.001] (Fig. 2A). For SNR, both linear [(F(1, 66) = 51.37, P <
0.001)] and quadratic [(F(1, 66) = 20.23, P < 0.001)] trends were
signiﬁcant. Post hoc comparisons revealed that AV detection was
more accurate than A or V detection (AV vs. V, P < 0.05; AV vs.
A, P < 0.05). The signiﬁcant interaction between modality and
SNR suggested that effects of modality were different for different
SNR levels. For example, at the highest SNR, detection in the AV
condition was more accurate than in the V condition (P < 0.05)
but was not more accurate than detection in the A condition (P >
0.05). For the medium SNR, detection was more accurate in the
AV condition than in either the V (P < 0.05) or the A (P < 0.05)
conditions. Finally, for the lowest SNR, the pattern of results was
opposite that observed for the highest SNR: detection was more
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Fig. 1. Stimuli and task for monkeys. (A) Waveform
and spectrogram of coo vocalizations detected by
the monkeys. The x-axes for both plots depict time in
seconds. The y-axes are spectral frequency in kHz. (B)
Images of the two monkey avatars at the point of
maximal mouth opening for the largest SNR. (C) Images
of one of the monkey avatars showing maximal
mouth opening for three different SNRs: high, medium,
and low. (D) Task structure for monkeys. An avatar face
was always on the screen. AV, V, and A stimuli were
presented randomly with an interstimulus interval of
1–3 s drawn from a uniform distribution.
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accurate in the AV condition than in the A condition (P < 0.05)
but was not more accurate than in the V condition (P > 0.05).
We observed a similar pattern for RT (Fig. 2B): signiﬁcant
main effects of modality [F(1.56, 103.25) = 198.39, P < 0.001]
and SNR [F(1.69, 111.83) = 468.59, P < 0.001] and a signiﬁcant
interaction [F(2.77, 182.80) = 234.95, P < 0.001]. For RT as
a function of SNR, both linear [F(1, 66) = 666.8, P < 0.001] and
quadratic [F(1, 66) = 82.28, P < 0.001] trends were signiﬁcant.
Post hoc comparisons revealed that RTs were faster in the AV
condition than in either the A condition (P < 0.05) or the V
condition (P < 0.05). This result was true for all SNRs (all AV vs.
V and A comparisons were P < 0.05). These results suggest that
the beneﬁt of integration is to speed up RTs to AV stimuli
compared with RTs to either V or A stimuli. Importantly, the
beneﬁt of AV integration is apparent even at the highest SNR—
RTs are nearly 29 ms faster for AV vocalizations than for A
vocalizations.
In summary, monkeys show two behavioral patterns during the
detection of vocalizations in noise. First, as the SNR decreases,
monkeys are poorer and slower at detecting vocalizations. Second, under these conditions, monkeys take advantage of the dynamic face to speed up and enhance their detection of vocalizations.
Our previous study, focusing purely on the behavioral performance
during this task, revealed that the monkeys truly integrate the two
modalities (3). Speciﬁcally, we showed that the results are not
explained by adopting a race model, at least for the high and medium SNRs, and we replicated this result in the current study (Fig.
S1). Instead, both modalities are used together to facilitate behavior. Importantly, as both accuracy and RT data show, our data are
not easily explained by adopting the principle of inverse effectiveness. Instead, our beneﬁt proﬁles are nonmonotonic, suggesting that
AV behavior at different SNRs is a relative combination of the
strengths of the constituent auditory and visual signals (3). At high
SNRs, the auditory signal is dominant but still is inﬂuenced by vision. In contrast, at the lowest SNRs, the RTs are driven predominantly by vision, with audition providing a weak inﬂuence.
Thus, the monkeys’ performance suggests that any integrative processes in the auditory cortex will likely be more readily apparent at
the highest SNR. To investigate the neural correlates of these behavioral patterns in the auditory cortex, we began by ﬁrst examining
neural responses in the A condition.
Vocalization-Induced Firing Rate Responses and Latencies Covary
with RTs. Even for the lowest SNR, our detection accuracies

were high (mean = 67.44%, SD = 14.14%) (Fig. 2A). Therefore,
we did not have enough error trials to perform traditional
analyses relating spiking activity to accuracy. Our analyses here
focus on relating ﬁring rates and neural response latencies to RT
as a function of changing SNRs. Traditionally, changes in sensory
cortical ﬁring rates, representing sensory evidence, are thought
be integrated by downstream structures, where they are summed
to a threshold and trigger behavior (35, 36). Changes in neural
Chandrasekaran et al.
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Fig. 2. Monkeys detect AV vocalizations better and
faster than A or V vocalizations. Average accuracy
(A) and RT (B) across all sessions (n = 67) pooled over
both monkeys for the three different SNRs for the
unisensory and multisensory conditions. Error bars
denote SE of mean across sessions. The x-axes in both
A and B denote the SNR. The y-axis in A denotes
percent accuracy. The y-axis in B denotes RT in milliseconds.

response latency also have been suggested as being important for
mediating the encoding and detection of sensory stimuli (37–40).
Both are putative mechanisms for RTs that change as a function
of the SNR.
Fig. 3A shows spiking activity from three typical cortical sites
in response to the A condition. In each plot, the three different
SNRs are shown. For these sites, decreases in SNR led to slower
and smaller spiking responses. Across the population, a majority
of sites showed this pattern. Fig. 3B shows the median latency
across cortical sites as a function of SNR. A decrease in SNR
increased the response latency [F(1.61, 238.31) = 92.98, P <
0.001], mimicking the effect of SNR on RTs. Fig. 3C shows
a log–log scatter plot of neural response latency vs. RT across all
sites. In general, longer latencies are accompanied by slower RTs
(Spearman’s r = 0.39, P < 0.001). A regression between log (RT)
and log (latency) explained more variance (15%) than a regression
between RT and latency (12% of variance). Overall, in monkeys
actively detecting vocalizations, decreases in the SNR induce both
slower RTs and slower responses in the auditory cortex.
Fig. 3D shows the normalized peak ﬁring rate in the period 0–
300 ms after stimulus onset as a function of SNR. On average, as
the SNR decreased, the peak ﬁring rate decreased [F(1.64,
242.94) = 89.25, P < 0.001]. Fig. 3E shows the log–log scatter
plot of the peak ﬁring rate versus RT for the population of
cortical sites. Increases in the RT are accompanied by decreases
in the peak magnitude of responses in the auditory cortex
(Spearman’s r = −0.63, P < 0.001). Nevertheless, although the
average peak ﬁring rate decreased with decreasing SNR (a
monotonic relationship), there was considerable heterogeneity in
the ﬁring rate response proﬁles across both poststimulus time
and cortical sites (Fig. S2 A–C). Fig. 3F shows that, across the
population, the majority of sites (58%) had monotonically decreasing responses; that is, decreases in the SNR led to decreases
in the magnitude of the peak response. A very small fraction
(5%) showed the opposite pattern, monotonically increasing their
peak responses with decreasing SNR. Finally, an intermediate
proportion of sites (37%) showed nonmonotonic responses. These
sites had no rank ordering of their peak response relative to SNR.
Although the relationship (i.e., monotonic versus nonmonotonic)
between SNR and peak ﬁring rate varied across cortical sites, we
observed that trends in response latency were largely preserved.
Fig. 3G shows the neural response latency of cortical sites pooled
into monotonic and nonmonotonic categories. In both cases, a decrease in the SNR led to longer neural response latencies. Notably,
these data reveal that, although changes in the SNR could give rise
to differential peak ﬁring rates and temporal modulations of ﬁring
rates, changes in neural response latency were consistent and thus
may be an important mediator of RT during vocal detection. If so,
there should be trial-by-trial relationships between the neural
responses and RT. To address this possibility, we binned ﬁring
rates and correlated them to RT. Fig. 3H shows 50-ms bins
stepped by 10 ms; other bin sizes gave similar results, as shown
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 10
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Fig. 3. Spiking responses in the auditory cortex decrease in magnitude and increase in latency as SNR decreases. (A) (Upper) PSTHs from three different
cortical sites in the belt auditory cortex in response to the three different SNRs of coo 1. (Lower) Spike rasters for the corresponding PSTHs. The x-axes in all
panels denote time in milliseconds. Zero is vocalization onset. In all panels the y-axes depict the ﬁring rate in spikes/s. The corresponding, PSTHs were
obtained by convolving spike trains with an exponential kernel with a 1-ms growth time; decay time was 20 ms. Shaded regions denote SEM. (B) Median
latency across all cortical sites for the different SNRs. X-axis depict SNR categories. Y-axes the latency in milliseconds. (C) Log–log scatter plot of RT (in
milliseconds) vs. response latency (in milliseconds) across all cortical sites. (D) Response magnitude across all cortical sites for the different SNRs. X-axis depict
SNR categories. Y-axes the response magnitude in SD units. (E) Log–log scatter plot of RT (in milliseconds) vs. peak response magnitude (in SD units) across all
cortical sites. To normalize variance across sites in this scatter plot, we normalized the response across SNRs by expressing the peak response magnitude for
each SNR at that site as the deviation from the mean of the peak response across all SNRs for that site. (F) Proportion of cortical sites showing different
patterns of level tuning. X-axis depict different categories of tuning available with 3 SNRs. Y-axes the peak response in SD units. (G) Response latency for
monotonic and nonmonotonic response groups as a function of SNR. (H) Average correlation over all cortical sites at the highest SNR between binned ﬁring
rates and RT as a function of time after stimulus onset. The x-axis depicts the time in milliseconds; the y-axis depicts Spearman correlation.
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Dynamic Faces Uniformly Speed Up the Latency of the Neural Responses.

Behaviorally, when a vocalization was accompanied by a corresponding dynamic face (i.e., in the AV condition), RTs were faster
than in the A condition (Fig. 2B). We investigated if there were any
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Fig. 4. The auditory cortex responds faster with the
addition of mouth motion. (A) PSTHs (Upper) and
rasters (Lower) of three cortical sites in the auditory
cortex to AV, A, and V components of coo 1 at the
highest SNR. The x-axes depict time in milliseconds;
the y-axes indicate the ﬁring rate in spikes/s. The
solid line indicates the onset of the auditory stimulus. The dashed line indicates the onset of the visual
stimulus. Arrows highlight a region showing enhancement or suppression of the response to the AV
stimulus. Blue shading denotes the time period
when only visual input was present. (B) Responses of
cortical site shown in the left panel of A for the AV
and A conditions for coo 1 at every SNR. The x-axis
depicts the time in milliseconds; the y-axis in the
upper panel shows response magnitude in spikes/s.
The lower panel shows the spike rasters at the three
different SNRs. (C) Probability density of spiking response latencies for the spiking responses to the AV
and A stimuli at the highest SNR. The x-axis depicts
the latency of the response in milliseconds; the y-axis
depicts the probability of observing that latency. (D)
Median latency of response to AV and A stimuli as
a function of SNR for all cortical sites. Error bars
denote bootstrap SE of the median. (E) Log–log
scatter plot of RT (in milliseconds) vs. response latency (in milliseconds) across all cortical sites. (F)
Average correlation over all cortical sites at the
highest SNR between binned ﬁring rates and RT as
a function of time after stimulus onset for A and AV
conditions. The x-axis depicts the time in milliseconds; the y-axis depicts the Spearman correlation.
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auditory cortical correlates of this behavioral effect. Based on the
trends observed from relating A responses to RT, the effects of AV
integration in the auditory cortex could manifest themselves as (i)
changes in neural response latency, (ii) increases or decreases in
peak ﬁring rate, or (iii) some combination of both.
Fig. 4A shows three examples of AV responses relative to
unisensory ones in the high SNR context (in the same cortical
sites as in Fig. 3A). Spiking responses are faster (leftward shift in
the red trace) in the AV condition. In many cases, responses
were >10 ms faster. Also these plots show that differences in the
ﬁring rate between AV and A responses show a complex pattern
of suppression and enhancement (arrows in Fig. 4A). In some
cortical sites responses to AV stimuli were greater than responses to A stimuli; in other sites responses to AV stimuli were
smaller than responses to A stimuli. Fig. 4B shows the response
proﬁle of a single site across the different SNRs. As in a previous
study (21), the V condition did not elicit spiking responses in
auditory cortical neurons: The average response in the 200-ms
period after the onset of mouth motion was not signiﬁcantly
different from baseline (paired t test, P > 0.05). Thus, for clarity,
V conditions are not shown. For this cortical site (and many
others), visual speedup of response latencies was apparent at
all SNRs.
This pattern in which responses to AV stimuli were faster than
responses to A stimuli was consistent in the population of cortical sites and for all three SNRs. Fig. 4C shows the probability
density for A and AV spiking response latencies for the highest
SNR. The median latencies for AV and A vocalizations as
a function of SNR are shown in Fig. 4D. All differences in median latency for AV vs. A responses were negative (sign-test, all
SNRs, P < 0.001); speedups for AV vs. A were on the order of 10
ms. Interestingly, the AV beneﬁt did not increase systematically
according to the SNR (Fig. 4D). That is, even though neural
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in Fig. S2 D and E. To avoid spurious correlations between ﬁring
rates and RT caused by the relationship between the SNR and
the ﬁring rate, we performed this analysis at each level of SNR
and then averaged them across all SNRs. Fig. 3H shows the
average correlation across cortical sites between spiking activity
and RT for the highest SNR. The baseline correlation between
spiking activity and RT was subtracted for each site. There are
two negative peaks of correlation. A ﬁrst small peak occurred
immediately after auditory onset (∼70 ms, r = −0.054); the
second, larger peak appeared at 210 ms (r = −0.078). Both
correlations were modest but statistically signiﬁcant (70 ms:
t(148) = −4.0, P < 0.05; 210 ms: t(148) = −5.25, P < 0.05). When
averaged across all SNRs, the correlation was slightly lower (70
ms: r = −0.03; 210 ms: r = −0.042) but still was signiﬁcant (70 ms:
t(148) = −3.13, P < 0.05; 210 ms: t(148) = −4.20, P < 0.05).
In light of this pattern with ﬁring rates, we also tested whether
trial-by-trial variations in neural response latency covaried with
trial-by-trial variations in the RT. To do so, we ﬁrst split the trials
for each SNR and for each cortical site according to the median
RT. We then observed whether the median latency across sites
differed between the fast and slow RTs. For both the high and
medium (but not low) SNRs, faster RTs led to signiﬁcantly faster
neuronal response latencies than slow RTs (sign test for fast vs.
slow RTs: high: P = 0.005; medium: P = 0.027; low: P = 0.677).
Together with the analysis of ﬁring rate, our data suggest that
trial-by-trial ﬂuctuations in auditory cortical neural responses
covary with the trial-by-trial ﬂuctuations in behavior as indexed
by the RT.

Dynamic Faces Do Not Systematically Enhance or Suppress Firing
Rates. It has been assumed, for auditory as well as for associa-

tion cortices, that differences in ﬁring rates recorded in passively
listening monkeys reﬂected processes that could ultimately be
linked to multisensory behavioral performance (21–27, 43, 44).
The assumption behind these studies is that if, for example, visual
input onto an auditory cortical neuron increases ﬁring rates, a
downstream structure summing spikes from the auditory cortex
would reach threshold faster. We tested the validity of such an
assumption regarding multisensory detection.
We began by examining whether there were differences in the
baseline-normalized peak ﬁring rate for the responses to AV vs.
A stimuli. We chose the period 0–300 ms after stimulus onset
across the population of cortical sites. For each site, we estimated
the peak ﬁring rate in this period for the AV and A conditions.
(Again, the V condition does not elicit changes in spiking activity
and so is not included). Fig. 5A shows the probability density of
the baseline normalized peak ﬁring rate in the 0- to 300-ms period
for responses to AV and A stimuli at the highest SNR. Fig. 5B
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shows the difference in peak ﬁring rate between AV and A
stimuli at the highest SNR. Fig. 5C shows the average peak ﬁring
rates for AV and A conditions as a function of SNR. There is no
signiﬁcant change in the magnitude of the peak ﬁring rate across
the population [F(1,148) = 1.429, P > 0.05]. For no SNR condition were there signiﬁcant differences between peak responses
to AV and A stimuli. Thus, there were no systematic increases or
decreases in the peak ﬁring rate during the 0- to 300-ms period
for AV compared with A stimuli during vocal detection. This
result does not mean that that the AV and A spiking responses
were identical to one another on an individual site-by-site basis.
Responses to AV stimuli are enhanced relative to responses to A
stimuli in some sites and are suppressed in others. However, in
contrast to latency, there is no consistent population-level enhancement or suppression of ﬁring rates in response to AV stimuli
as compared with A stimuli.
We next tested for three other potential ﬁring-rate effects.
First, we examined average (as opposed to peak) ﬁring rates in
the period 0–300 ms after auditory onset. Again, we observed no
signiﬁcant differences between responses to AV and A stimuli
across the population of cortical sites [F(1,148) = 0.69, P > 0.05].
Thus, no differences between AV and A vocalizations exist for
either the average or the peak response. Second, we examined
whether there is an initial period during which responses to AV
stimuli are consistently enhanced relative to the responses to A
stimuli, as reported for the superior colliculus (45). To do so, we
tested whether there was a 100-ms period after auditory onset
during which the responses to AV stimuli were consistently
larger than responses to A stimuli. One problem in this evaluation is that, because of the differences in latency, the averaging
over a time epoch results in different numbers of spikes being
spuriously attributed to different conditions. The simulations this
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response latency generally varied as a function of the SNR (becoming slower when the SNR decreased) in the A condition (Fig.
3 A and B), the latency beneﬁt added by the dynamic face was
approximately uniform. This result implies that any downstream
structure receiving the spiking activity from the auditory cortex
would, in principle, be able to execute its computations faster.
Thus, if latency is involved in mediating behavioral RTs during
detection, then a speedup of response latency will lead to faster
responses for AV stimuli than for A stimuli. We also performed
a second analysis using cross-correlations of the peristimulus time
histograms (PSTHs) to identify any signiﬁcant differences in
response onset between the the responses to AV and A stimuli.
Again, for all three SNRs, responses to AV stimuli were faster
than responses to A stimuli (median speedup was on the order of
7 ms for the highest SNRs; sign test vs. 0, P < 0.05).
Although we did not expect activity in the auditory cortex to
account for the entirety of the RT beneﬁts mediated by the dynamic face, we wanted to see if auditory cortical activity could
account for at least a portion of the beneﬁt. For the AV condition, there remained a correlation between response latency
and RT across SNRs (Spearman’s r = 0.31, P < 0.001) (Fig. 4E).
However, this correlation is not as robust as the correlation seen
in the A condition (Fig. 3C). Much of this discrepancy may arise
from the much faster AV RTs for the lowest SNRs, conditions in
which the contribution of visual cues to task performance is much
larger than that of auditory cues (Fig. 2). In the AV condition (as
in the A condition reported above), we again found that there
a signiﬁcant trial-by-trial correlation with ﬁring rates [∼70 ms: r =
−0.056, t(148) = −3.51, P < 0.05; ∼210 ms: r = −0.031, t(148) =
−3.00, P < 0.05)] (Fig. 4F).
With regard to neural response latencies, again, for the highest
SNR of the AV condition, there was a signiﬁcant speedup for
fast vs. slow RTs (sign test, P = 3.65 × 10−4). For the medium
SNR, there was a trend toward a difference between fast and
slow RTs (sign test, P = 0.07). Finally, for the lowest SNR, just as
in the A condition, there was no difference between the fast and
slow RTs (sign test, P = 0.28). Thus, at least for the highest SNR,
the speedups in neural latency mediated by dynamic faces correspond to the faster RTs in the AV condition.
It is possible that these speedups in neural response latency
that we observed are inﬂuenced by motor or somatosensory
processing effects (41, 42). However, such effects would manifest
themselves much later in poststimulus time, around the leverpressing event. Thus, late timing is unlikely to inﬂuence our
observed effects on neural response latency that occur quite soon
(∼50 ms for the highest SNR) after the onset of the vocalization
and well before the lever press. To make certain, we repeated the
latency analysis including only trials with RTs >400 ms after
stimulus onset. Again, we observed similar latency speedups in
responses to AV stimuli as compared with responses to A stimuli
(sign test, P < 0.05).
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Fig. 5. No systematic changes in the magnitude or variability of the ﬁring
rate were observed with the addition of mouth motion. (A) Probability density
of peak magnitudes for the spiking responses in the AV and A conditions. The
x-axis depicts the change in response magnitude in SD units; the y-axis depicts
the probability of observing that response magnitude. (B) Distribution of directional changes in response magnitudes with the addition of mouth motion.
The x-axis depicts the difference in magnitude between the AV and A conditions in SD units; the y-axis depicts the number of cortical sites. (C) Magnitudes for AV and A responses as a function of SNR for all cortical sites. The
x-axis depicts the SNR; the y-axis depicts the response magnitudes in SD units.
Error bars denote bootstrap SE of the median. Red bars denote AV, green bars
denote A. (D) Fano factor analysis of response ﬁring rates in the AV and A
conditions. The x-axis depicts different conditions as a function of SNR; the
y-axis depicts the magnitude of the Fano factor. For C and D, red bars denote AV, green bars denote A and error bars denote boot-strapped standard errors.
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Discussion
In both human and nonhuman primates, combining the motion
of the face with the voice improves detection and speeds up RTs
(3, 5, 10). We investigated spiking activity in the auditory cortex
during this process. In the current study, monkeys were slower to
detect vocalizations as the SNR decreased, but the addition of
mouth movement resulted in faster detection. Paralleling this
behavior, responses in the auditory cortex were slower and smaller
in magnitude as the SNR decreased. Both response latency and
the peak magnitude of the responses were correlated with RT.
When a dynamic face accompanied the vocalization, auditory
cortical responses were faster and were sped up in a manner
that was uniform across the different SNR conditions; the magnitude and variability of the ﬁring rate did not change systematically.
We found that dynamic faces sped up the onset of auditory
spiking responses. Faster spiking responses imply that downstream structures that receive inputs from the auditory cortex,
such as the superior temporal sulcus (21, 26, 27, 46) and the
prefrontal cortex (25, 43, 44), potentially could trigger behavioral
responses faster. Thus, the faster responses to AV stimuli than to
A stimuli could mediate faster detection of events. The same or
similar processes may occur for faster discrimination. Eventrelated potential (ERP) and magnetoencephalography studies of
presumptive auditory cortex during audiovisual speech discrimination consistently report that visual speech speeds up neural
responses to auditory speech (4, 47, 48). The similarities between
neural responses for AV detection and discrimination suggest
that common mechanisms may mediate face/voice integration in
humans and monkeys (3).
Faster latencies for responses to AV stimuli than for A stimuli
could beneﬁt behavior via two principal mechanisms. Naturally,
any downstream structure involved in a motor output will respond faster principally because sensory inputs are arriving faster.
Besides speeding up the responses of a downstream structure,
latency itself also may be an important mode of coding sensory
stimuli (37–39). Studies across different sensory systems have
suggested that response latency may indicate the intensity of
sensory stimuli. In particular, ﬁrst-spike timing and other temporal
patterns, when referenced to a neuronal population reference
frame, theoretically provide additional information about stimuli
(49). Furthermore, in the primary visual cortex, neural response
latency correlates well with RT in a detection task (40). Thus, if
Chandrasekaran et al.
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response latency is an additional channel by which behavior is
modulated, our demonstration of faster responses in the auditory
cortex to AV stimuli than to A stimuli suggests that they are likely
important for the behavioral beneﬁts observed during face/
voice integration.
We observed that speedups in neural response latency for
responses to AV vs. A stimuli were correlated with the behavior
for the high and medium SNR conditions, which also were the
SNR conditions in which we observed violations of the race
model predictions (Fig. S1). This similarity suggests that behavioral beneﬁts observed for AV integration result in part from the
speedups we observed in the onsets of neural response in the
auditory cortex. This observation is consistent with ERP studies
showing that race model violations are more likely to occur at
fast RTs than at slow RTs and, correspondingly, that ERP differences in latency are signiﬁcant only for the faster RTs (50, 51).
However, it is unlikely that the auditory cortex is the sole mediator of behavior during this task. The proﬁle of multisensory
behavioral beneﬁts in our task was not monotonic; instead it has
a maximum at intermediate levels of SNR (3). Moreover, the
neural latency beneﬁt in the auditory cortex was uniform across
all SNRs. Thus, AV detection of voices is, no doubt, the result of
interactions between several different brain areas mediating the
behavioral output, with the auditory cortex as an important node.
Although robust interactions between areas such as the auditory
cortex and the upper bank of the superior temporal sulcus were
reported in passive viewing/listening paradigms (21, 46), how these
areas interact to mediate an audiovisual behavior remains
unexplored.
Other than latency, we observed no systematic differences in
the ﬁring rates. We measured variability and peak and average
ﬁring rates. In no case did we observe a systematic difference in
these measures that were to AV vs. A stimuli. The lack of
changes in ﬁring rate magnitude was surprising but has at least
two possible explanations. First, the effects of response magnitude in the auditory cortex may be sensitive to the stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA) of the visual and auditory components of the
sensory event (52). In our experiment, we needed to limit the
number of trials per condition and used only one SOA, with
facial motion preceding vocal output by 85 ms. However, although facial motion always leads vocal output by several tens of
milliseconds in both speech (2) and monkey vocalizations (22,
27), there is a large of amount of utterance-to-utterance variability in this temporal parameter. Thus, the lack of consistency
in this parameter in primate vocal signals precludes it from being
a viable cue for face/voice integration. A second possibility is that
differences in stimulus presentation may account for the absence
of ﬁring rate-related effects. Prior studies adopted a design involving a transition from ﬁxation to the onset of a video (21, 22,
24–27, 43, 44). This design results in visual transients that could
have a strong (but still subthreshold) inﬂuence on the auditory
cortex. In the current study, a face always was on the screen; thus
any visual transients and their effects on the auditory cortex
were eliminated.
Spiking activity was not modulated by facial motion alone,
implying a subthreshold mechanism for latency facilitation in the
auditory cortex. It has been reported that the frequency selectivity of auditory response latencies arises from a combination of
sharply tuned intracortical excitation at preferred frequencies
and broad inhibition at nonpreferred frequencies (the E–I network) (53). In our task, the vocalization is heard 85 ms after the
visual input (facial motion) is seen; thus any synaptic input resulting
from the auditory component would have a lag of 20–40 ms and
would arrive when changes in the auditory cortical network induced
by mouth motion already have occurred (54). In this scheme, the
resulting auditory cortical response would combine with the E–I
network reorganized by the visual input to speed up spiking activity.
One form of reorganization may be a phase-reset of the ongoing
cortical activity (52). Thus, during AV conditions, the onset of
mouth motion before the vocalization could lead to a phase
reset of ongoing oscillations in the auditory cortex (55).
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comparing Poisson processes with the same ﬁxed rate but different onset latencies illustrate this problem (Fig. S3 A and B).
To account for this latency confound, we ﬁrst used cross-correlation to align the spiking activity from the AV and A conditions.
We then averaged the activity in different epochs after the onset
of the auditory stimulus and observed no difference in spiking
responses between the AV vs. A conditions across different 100ms epochs after onset of the stimulus [0–100 ms: F(1,148) =
1.68, P > 0.05; 100–200 ms: F(1,148) = 0.38, P > 0.05; 200–300
ms: F(1,148) = 1.16, P > 0.05].
The process of simulating ﬁring rates revealed an interesting
result (Fig. S3 A and B). Just by chance (i.e., poisson noise),
some sites had higher ﬁring rates for the AV than for the A
stimulus, while the opposite was true for other sites. As a result,
the distribution of differences between AV and A peak ﬁring
rates was centered around zero (Fig. S3C). This distribution is
strikingly similar to our real ﬁring-rate data (compare Fig. 5 A
and B with Fig. S3C), suggesting that differences in ﬁring rate
between conditions potentially could arise by chance under our
task conditions.
Finally, we tested whether there was less variability in the
ﬁring rate in the AV condition, as reported for the auditory
cortex in a passive multisensory paradigm (23). Fig. 5D shows the
Fano factor, a measure of neuronal variability, as a function of
the SNR for the AV and A conditions. As the SNR decreases,
the Fano factor increases. However, there is no evidence that the
Fano factor for the AV condition is signiﬁcantly different from
that for the A condition at any SNR (P > 0.05, bootstrap test).

In summary, during vocal detection, the effects of visual input
on the auditory cortex are manifested by the speeding up of
neural responses and not by changes in the magnitude or variability of ﬁring rates. Although auditory cortical ﬁring rates
certainly play important roles in other behaviors (56), the effects
on neural response latency have two related consequences. First,
any downstream structure performing a transformation on the
auditory cortical responses will be able to do so faster for responses to AV stimuli than for responses to A stimuli. Second, if
latency is a method for encoding intensity and thereby resulting in
slower or faster RTs in our task, then faster latencies could speed
up behavioral responses.
Methods
Subjects and Surgery. Two adult male long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis) were used in the experiments. For each monkey, we used preoperative whole-head MRI (3-T magnet, 500-μm slices) to identify the
stereotaxic coordinates of the auditory cortex. The monkeys underwent
sterile surgery for the implantation of posts for head ﬁxation and a recording chamber (19-mm diameter; Crist Instruments). The chamber was
vertically oriented to allow an approach to the superior surface of the superior temporal gyrus (57, 58). All experiments were performed in compliance with the guidelines of the Princeton University Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee.
Behavioral Apparatus, Stimuli, and Task. Experiments were conducted in a
sound-attenuating RF enclosure. The monkey sat in a primate chair ﬁxed 74 cm
opposite a 19-inch CRT color monitor with a 1,280 × 1,024 (25° × 20°) screen
resolution and a 75-Hz refresh rate. All stimuli were centrally located on the
screen and occupied a total area (including blank regions) of 640 × 653 pixels.
Both monkeys used the left hand to press a lever (ENV-610M; Med Associates)
placed at the center of the chair. Stimulus presentation and data collection
were performed using the Presentation program (Neurobehavioral Systems).
Stimuli. We used coo calls from two macaques unknown to the monkey
subjects as the auditory components of vocalizations. The auditory vocalizations were 400 ms long and were normalized in amplitude. The visual
components of the vocalizations were 400-ms-long videos of synthetic
monkey agents articulating a coo vocalization. The entire monkey avatar was
12.25° wide and 8.55° high. The face itself was 5.25° wide between the eyes
and 5.72° tall from the top of the head to the bottom of the chin. The AV
stimuli were generated by presenting both V and A components with an
85-ms lag between the onset of mouth opening and the vocalization; this
time lag is within the natural range for macaque monkey vocalizations (27).
We used two coo calls to avoid idiosyncratic effects that might arise from
a single-stimulus exemplar and because monkeys are sensitive to individual
identity embedded in coo calls. The two coos were paired with two different
monkey avatars, as it would be odd to see an individual face not move when
hearing its associated coo call.
We chose to use computer-generated avatars for following reasons. First,
the use of avatars allowed us to restrict facial motion to the mouth region.
Second, the avatars allowed us to keep a static face constantly on the screen,
ensuring we did not induce sudden visual-onset responses relative to a blank
background. Third, they ensured constant lighting and background. Finally,
as we modulated the SNR of the auditory component of the vocalization, the
avatars allowed us to parameterize the size of the mouth opening while
keeping eye and head positions constant (Fig. 1C). Greater sound intensity is
coupled to larger mouth openings by the dynamic face, consistent with
natural vocal signals.
Task Structure. Monkeys were trained to detect two coo vocalizations in
a free-response/redundant-signals task (3). Detection was indicated by a lever press. In our task, the redundant targets were the motion of the mouth
and the sound of the coo vocalization. Coo vocalizations were presented at
three different loudness levels (53, 68, and 85 dB) and at random intervals in
∼63 dB spectrally pink background noise. Each vocalization was paired with
a synthetic monkey face in which the mouth opened in a manner concordant
with the loudness of the vocalizations. During every block, a face was always
visible but moved only for the matched vocalization. The identity of the
avatar was counterbalanced across blocks (typically 60 trials, 7 trials each
SNR of AV and A, 6 trials for each SNR of V) with an interblock interval of 10–
12 s. In 11 of the 67 sessions, we chose longer trial blocks (132 trials). The
stimulus events were presented at an interstimulus interval drawn from
a uniform distribution between 1 and 3 s.
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In a free-response paradigm, one can deﬁne hits, misses, and false alarms.
A response within a window starting 135 ms and ending 2,000 ms after the
onset of the stimulus was deﬁned as a hit and led to juice reward. An omitted
response in this 2-s window was classiﬁed as a miss (28). Responses outside
this window led to time-outs of 3–5.5 s and were deﬁned as false alarms. The
monkeys had to wait the entire duration of this time-out period before
a new stimulus was presented. The hit rate was deﬁned as the ratio of hits to
hits plus misses.
Task design justiﬁcation. In the A condition, a vocalization from one monkey is
heard while the static avatar face of another is visible. The incongruence
between the auditory stimulus and the motionless face presumably could
slow down RT and neural responses in the A condition. However, this concern
is mitigated by the fact that this condition is what monkeys typically deal with
in group settings. That is, our task mimics audiovisual communication: Faces
in noisy social settings do not appear and disappear, and monkeys, like
humans, recognize identity cues in vocalizations and match them to faces (59–
61). Thus, it is not odd to hear one individual’s voice while seeing another
individual’s static face. Importantly, our design incorporating a static face in
the A condition also helps us avoid two other problems. First, if there was
a blank screen instead of a static face in the A condition, then AV beneﬁts
could be attributed to differences in overall attention or arousal upon
seeing the face only in the AV condition. Second, the abrupt appearance of
a face in the AV condition also would contaminate interpretations of RT
beneﬁts for AV compared with A stimuli. We could not be sure if the RT
beneﬁts resulted from the integration of facial motion with the sound or
from the integration of the sound with the sudden onset of the face.
Eye movements. For three reasons, eye ﬁxation was not required for monkeys
to perform this task. The ﬁrst is that, under natural communicative settings,
both monkeys and human subjects use eye movements to pick up important
cues (62, 63). Second, controlling eye movements was precluded by the
design of our task, which involves continuous presentation of the face and
randomization of the time at which facial movements or sound occur. Third,
studies have demonstrated that enforcing ﬁxation tends to suppress
responses to both auditory (64) and multisensory (65) stimuli. Thus, although
several studies have demonstrated modest effects of eye position on multiple levels of the auditory pathway, ranging from the inferior colliculus (66)
to the primary auditory cortex (67, 68), we did not (indeed, could not) take
such effects into account in our study.
Reaction Times and Accuracy. RTs were measured as the time from the onset of
the stimulus to the ﬁrst depression of the lever. For each SNR and condition,
the accuracy was deﬁned as the ratio of hits to hits plus misses expressed as
a percentage. The false-alarm rate was deﬁned as number of false alarms
divided by the sum of hits plus false alarms. False-alarm percentages were
low (∼15%).
Race Model. It is quite common to observe that RTs to presented simultaneously multisensory targets are faster than RTs to unisensory targets. This
effect usually is termed the “redundant signals effect.” One important class
of explanations for the redundant signals effect is the “race model” (29).
According to the race model (or a parallel ﬁrst-terminating model), redundancy beneﬁts may result not from an actual integration of visual and
auditory cues but rather may be determined by the stimulus modality that is
processed faster. A way to test whether this principle can explain RT data is
to use the well-known race model inequality (29), stating that the cumulative RT distribution for the redundant stimuli never exceeds the sum of the
RT distributions for the unisensory stimuli. That is, if FAV (t), FV (t), and FA (t)
are the estimated cumulative distributions (CDF) of the RTs for the three
different modalities,
FAV ðtÞ ≤ FA ðtÞ þ FV ðtÞ
then one cannot rule out race models as an explanation for the facilitation of
RT. On the other hand, if this inequality is violated in a given dataset, then
parallel processing cannot completely account for the beneﬁts observed for
multisensory stimuli; an explanation based on integration would be required.
We computed the CDFs of our conditions and then computed the difference
between the actual CDF of the AV condition and the CDF predicted by the
race model (Fig. S1). The maximum positive point of this difference was
taken as the index of violation, R. A positive value of R means that the race
model is rejected. If this value is 0, then the race model is upheld. To test the
violations of the race model on a single-subject basis, we compared the true
value of R with one computed by a bootstrap method that performs artiﬁcial versions of our multisensory experiments (for details, see ref. 3).
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Data Analysis and Statistics. All analyses were carried out in MATLAB. Many
details have been published elsewhere (21, 71). For all analyses, only RTs
>250 ms were considered. We analyzed only the time period from 0–300 ms
after stimulus onset to ensure that our results were not contaminated by the
sound of the lever press, reward, somatosensory motor effects, or other
factors, all of which have been proposed to affect activity in the auditory
cortex but typically are processed many tens of milliseconds later in a trial
(41, 42).
PSTHs. We computed the PSTH by convolving the spike train with an exponential kernel typically used in studies relating RT to neural activity (72). We
used a decay time of 20 ms. Error bars were estimated by bootstrapping over
trials. We ensured that we recorded a sufﬁcient number of trials to estimate
the mean and SE of ﬁring rates reliably.
Normalization of ﬁring rates. Before performing comparisons across cortical
sites, the ﬁring rate on each trial for each site was normalized into SD units
relative to baseline by subtracting the mean ﬁring rate across time in the
baseline for that trial and dividing by the standard deviation of the baseline
ﬁring rate for that trial. This normalized ﬁring rate estimate for each trial was
then averaged to get an estimate of the normalized PSTH for that site and
that condition. These normalized ﬁring rates were used for all peak and
average response comparisons.
Difference between peak AV and A ﬁring rates. For every site we ﬁrst estimated
the peak ﬁring rate in the interval 0–300 ms after auditory onset. Then we
performed a repeated-measures ANOVA across the population of cortical sites
with modality and SNR as factors to identify any signiﬁcant enhancement or
suppression of the peak response to AV stimuli relative to the response to A
stimuli. The advantage of comparing peak ﬁring rates is that differences in
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latency across cortical sites will not affect the estimate of the ﬁring rate (see
Simulated ﬁring rate responses below).
Difference between average ﬁring rate for AV and A responses. We also tested if
there was a difference in the average number of spikes for the AV and A
conditions in the peristimulus epoch. We then used a repeated-measures
ANOVA with modality and SNR as factors to determine if there were signiﬁcant differences between conditions in epochs.
Simulated ﬁring-rate responses. We generated simulated ﬁring rates using a
Poisson process. In particular, we generated interspike intervals using the builtin exponential random number generator in MATLAB. In our example, we
assumed that the spike rate decayed as a function of time after stimulus onset
as a ﬁrst-order approximation of our auditory cortical responses. To generate
responses to AV stimuli, these simulated rates from the A condition were shifted
by 10 ms.
Difference in ﬁring rates in stimulus epochs. To test for differences in certain
stimulus epochs, we ﬁrst aligned the PSTHs from the AV and A vocalizations.
However, differences in latency can confound this analysis (Fig. S2), so we
ﬁrst used cross-correlation to align the ﬁring rates for responses to AV and A
stimuli. We then averaged the ﬁring rates in epochs from 0–100 ms, 100–200
ms, and 200–300 ms after stimulus onset. We then used a repeated-measures
ANOVA with modality (AV, A) and SNR as factors and tested for main effects
of modality.
Relationship between spiking activity and RT. To compute the relationship between spiking activity and RT on a trial-by-trial basis, we ﬁrst took all trials at
each SNR and then binned the ﬁring rate into 50-ms bins stepped by 5 ms. We
then computed the Spearman rank correlation between the binned ﬁring
rates and the RT for each time bin. The baseline level of correlation in the
period from −500 to 0 ms then was subtracted from the correlation time
series for each site. We then averaged the correlation time series across all
the cortical sites. We then identiﬁed the epoch in which this average was
signiﬁcantly different from zero and tested whether the peak of this response was signiﬁcantly below zero.
Latency estimation. The latency of response onset was calculated using a
method described previously (72). The onset of the response was deﬁned as
the ﬁrst time point at which spiking activity exceeded baseline (deﬁned as
the 1,100-ms period before the onset of the stimulus) plus 3 SDs. To be
classiﬁed as a valid response and accepted into the latency estimate, the
activity after this time point had to remain above this level for a minimum of
15 ms. We also used cross-correlation to estimate how much responses to AV
stimuli were sped up relative to responses to A stimuli. We convolved the
single-trial spiking response with a 5-ms exponential kernel (smoothing will
underestimate the latency speedup) and then performed cross-correlation
on a site-by-site basis to estimate the delay between the responses to AV
and A stimuli. We then used a sign test to determine whether this delay was
signiﬁcantly different from zero for each of the SNRs.
We also performed a second analysis to estimate whether the responses
we observed in the auditory cortex were behaviorally relevant. For each SNR
and each site, we binned trials into slow vs. fast RTs. We then estimated the
latencies for each set of trials separately and examined whether the median
latency across sites for the fast trials was faster than the median latency for
the slow trials.
Fano factor. We used the variance toolbox for computing Fano factors (73)
(http://churchlandlab.neuroscience.columbia.edu/links.html). Differences were
examined using 95% conﬁdence intervals.

NEUROSCIENCE

Collection of Physiology Data. Recordings were made from the left auditory
cortex using standard electrophysiological techniques. We used an eightchannel microdrive (NAN Instruments) that allowed us to move multiple
electrodes independently. Electrodes (FHC) were glass-coated 125-μm-thick
tungsten wire with impedances between 1 and 3 MΩ (measured at 1 kHz).
Grounding was achieved by connecting the microdrive to the ground provided by the head stage and by using an additional grounding wire connected to the circuitry in the preampliﬁer. This grounding eliminated or
minimized 60-Hz line noise. All signals were acquired using the data acquisition system provided by Plexon (MAP; Plexon Instruments). Electrodes were
lowered until multiunit cortical responses could be driven reliably by auditory stimuli. Search stimuli included pure tones, FM sweeps, noise bursts,
clicks, and vocalizations.
Tonotopy and location in the auditory cortex. At the end of every recording block,
for every cortical site, we estimated the frequency tuning using 30 frequencies between 100 Hz and 20 kHz presented at three different intensity
levels (53, 68, and 85 dB). The spectral selectivity of a cortical site was determined by measuring the maximal multiunit spike discharge rate as a
function of spectral frequency. In both monkey subjects, we discerned a
rough high-to-low transition of frequency selectivity in the caudal-to-rostral
direction (69). We also observed a transition from simple to complex frequency selectivity when moving in the medial-to-lateral direction. Based on
our stereotaxic coordinates, the spectral selectivity of our cortical sites (Fig. S4),
and prior reports of spectral tuning in the macaque auditory cortex (58), our
recordings were localized to the lateral belt of the auditory cortex. Speciﬁcally,
based on the frequency selectivity proﬁle (Fig. S4), we estimate that our recording sites straddled the mediolateral and anterolateral belt regions.
Spiking activity. To extract spiking activity, we adapted previously published
methods (70). For the extraction of spike times, the raw neural signal was
ﬁltered in the high-frequency range of 500–5,000 Hz using a four-pole
Butterworth ﬁlter. We then used a spike detection threshold of 3.5 SDs
followed by cluster selection. A spike was recognized as such only if the
previous spike occurred more than 1 ms earlier. This method is excellent for
detecting spiking events reﬂecting the activity of typically one but very occasionally two or three neurons around the tip of the electrode.
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Fig. S1. Race model cannot explain the behavioral beneﬁts of audiovisual (AV) integration. (A–C) (Left) Cumulative distributions of the auditory-only, visualonly, and AV reaction times for all signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) along with the prediction provided by the race model. The x-axes depict reaction times in
milliseconds. The y-axes depict the cumulative probability. (Right) Violation of race model predictions for real and simulated experiments as a function of
reaction time (RT) for the three different SNRs shown in A–C. The x-axes depict RT in milliseconds; the y-axes depict difference in probability units.
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Fig. S2. Nonmonotonic neurons and correlation between reaction time and ﬁring rate in the auditory cortex. (A–C) (Upper) Peristimulus time histograms
from three different cortical sites in belt auditory cortex in response to the three different SNRs of coo 1. (Lower) Spike rasters. The x-axes denote time in ms.
Zero is vocalization onset. The y-axes in each panel depict ﬁring rate in spikes/s. The corresponding histograms were obtained by convolving spike trains with
an exponential kernel with a 1-ms growth time; decay time was 20 ms. Shaded regions denote SEM. Note how initial response epochs show that rates increase
with SNR; however, later response epochs show a complex relationship between SNR and ﬁring rate. (D and E) Simple correlation between ﬁring rate in bins
with reaction time at the highest SNR for two different cortical sites. E also shows how changing bin sizes has only very weak effects on the correlation
magnitude.
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Fig. S3. Latency needs to be equalized before ﬁring rates are compared. (A) Examples of audiovisual and auditory-only responses generated using Poisson
processes. Responses were generated from assuming a mean rate for both audiovisual and auditory-only responses. Responses were generated by delaying
onset of the rate by 10 ms. (B) Illustration of how ﬁring rate in the initial 100 ms can be found to be different unless the time courses ﬁrst are shifted so that
they are aligned and then are averaged. (C) Illustration of how Poisson simulation with the same rate gives rise to a distribution in which auditory-only responses are larger than auditory-only responses in some cortical sites, and and vice versa.
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Fig. S4. Spectral selectivity of our recording sites shows that audiovisual responses are from a low-frequency selective region of the auditory cortex. (A)
Spectral selectivity at an example cortical site which showed strong responses to the vocalizations. The x-axes depict time in milliseconds; the y axes show
frequency in kilohertz. The color bar denotes the spiking response in standard deviation units (SDU). (B–D) Average ﬁring rate in the 50–100 ms bin after
stimulus onset for three different cortical sites as a function of SNR and spectral frequency. B shows the example shown in A. The x-axes depict spectral
frequency; the y-axes show response in SDU. (E) Population histogram of the spectral selectivity of the sites where we were able to estimate the peak of the
tuning curve. This peak was obtained for each site by taking the maximum ﬁring rate as a function of frequency after averaging across all SNRs for that site.
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